Abstract. It is shown that the integral of the scalar curvature of a closed Riemannian manifold can be bounded from above in terms of the manifold's dimension, diameter, and a lower bound for the sectional curvature. §1. Introduction Our main result is as follows.
§1. Introduction
Our main result is as follows.
Theorem. Let M be a complete Riemannian m-manifold with sectional curvature at least −1. Then
for any p ∈ M , where B 1 (p) denotes the unit ball centered at p ∈ M and Sc is the scalar curvature of M .
The following example shows that this result is optimal in a sense. Consider a convex polyhedron P in R m+1 , and let ∂P ε denote the surface of its ε-neighborhood (if necessary, one can smooth ∂P ε over to make it C ∞ -smooth). Then the ∂P ε are Riemannian mmanifolds with nonnegative sectional curvature, and the integral ∂P ε Sc remains nearly constant for small ε, while for any θ > 0 we have
Note that if P is of codimension 2 or 3, then this construction gives an example of families of collapsing Riemannian manifolds ∂P ε with the integral ∂P ε Sc bounded from below by a positive constant. Corollary 1.3 shows that this is no longer possible if the dimension drops by 3 or more under the collapse.
Variations and generalizations.
The Bishop-Gromov inequality implies that any ball of radius R in a complete Riemannian m-manifold with sectional curvature at least −1 can be covered by exp(4mR) unit balls. This implies that, under the assumptions of the theorem, we have the estimate:
Sc ≤ const(m) exp(4mR).
On the other hand, rescaling shows that, for R < 1,
Together, these two inequalities yield the following statement. 
It is easily seen that if all sectional curvatures are at least −1, then for the Riemann curvature tensor Rm we have | Rm | ≤ Sc +m 2 .
Therefore, the above corollary also implies that
where const (m) = const(m) + m 2 .
I believe that in 1996
Gromov asked me whether the integral of the scalar curvature could be controlled in terms of the diameter and a lower curvature bound. However, after 10 years I cannot be sure that it was exactly the question he asked. My proof is similar to Perelman's proof of the continuity of the integral of the scalar curvature
on the set of all Riemannian m-manifolds with a uniform lower curvature bound. Perelman's proof involves exhausting the manifold by convex hypersurfaces (that proof is included as an appendix to [P-2003] ). In fact, a slight modification of Perelman's proof makes it possible to prove the main theorem in the case where no collapse occures, i.e., under the following additional assumption:
I invoke a special form of Bochner's formula (see Subsection 2.2); a similar idea was used by Sergei Buyalo for obtaining lower estimates of the integral of scalar curvature on a 3-manifold [Buy] . This formula makes it possible to estimate the curvature not only in tangent but also in normal directions to the exhausting surfaces (I need this to make the proof work in the case of a collapse). Also, I need to use exhaustion by nested sequences of semiconvex surfaces, which causes additional technical difficulties.
The remaining part of the proof is a combination of the converging-rescaling technique.
1.5. Outline of the proof. Arguing by contradiction, assume that there is a sequence of m-manifolds (M n , p n ) with K ≥ −1 such that
Applying Gromov's compactness theorem, we may assume that the (M n , p n ) converge to an Aleksandrov space (A, p). Using the inductive hypothesis (the fact that a slightly more general statement is true for all smaller dimensions), we prove that the scalar curvature on M n converges weakly to a measure on A that is finite everywhere except for a finite number of points. We choose one of these points s ∈ A, and blow M n up with carefully chosen marked points s n ∈ M n near s, to make the curvature distribution visible, and then pass to the new limit space (A , p ). For (A , p ) we repeat the same procedure as for (A, p), and so on. The statement follows, because only a finite number of such repetitions may occur, which is implied by the fact that, in a certain sense, (A , p ) is by a certain amount larger than (A, p), and it cannot exceed (R m , 0). §2. The Bochner formula
Here we provide a version of the Bochner formula that relates the integral of the scalar curvature of a family of hypersurfaces to the integral of the Ricci curvature in their normal directions. 
Notation. Let
M m+1 be a Riemannian (m+1)-manifold. Assume that f : M m+1 → R isκ 1 (x) ≤ κ 2 (x) ≤ · · · ≤ κ m (x); (iii) by H(x) = κ 1 (x) + κ 2 (x) + · · · + κ m (x) the mean curvature of L f (x) at x ∈ L f (x) ; (iv) by G(x) = 2 i<j κ i (x)κ j (x) the external term in the Gauss formula for the scalar curvature of L t , i.e., Sc L = 2 i<j R M (e i , e j )e j , e i + G = Sc M −2 Ric M (u, u) + G.
Bochner formula. In this notation, the Bochner formula can be written in the following form:
Proof. We write the relative Bochner formula for the vector field
H.
Since e 0 = u and ∇ u u, u = 0, we have
where " · " denotes the Clifford multiplication. Again recalling that ∇ u u, u = 0, we obtain
On the other hand,
Therefore,
This implies ( * ). §3. Constructions in Aleksandrov geometry
This section contains all the necessary technical results in Aleksandrov geometry, mainly related to corner surfaces. A corner surface is a generalization of semiconvex hypersurfaces to all codimensions. Roughly speaking, it is an intersection of semiconvex hypersurfaces that have acute angles with one another.
These level sets will be used in the proof in the same way as convex hypersurfaces in Perelman's original proof.
Everywhere in this section we use the notation and conventions of [P-2007] . The following definition is very similar to the definition of the strained (burst) points in [BGP] , but I use it for submanifolds and add an additional parameter that describes how wide the strainers should be.
Definition.
(iv) for any x ∈ M and all i = j we have
Moreover, if N is a smooth Riemannian manifold and all functions {f i } are smooth, then M is called a smooth (k, δ, )-corner surface.
Remarks. In this definition one can take k = 0, and in this case M = N .
Conditions (i)-(iv) guarantee that the functions f i have no critical points, and their level sets intersect at acute angles close to π/2.
Note that if we rescale the metric on N with factor λ, then a (k, δ, )-corner surface M becomes a (k, δ, λ )-corner surface in λN with strainers {λf i , λg i }.
Limits of strained level sets.
Suppose we have a sequence of q-manifolds (N n , p n ) with marked points and with sectional curvature at least −1. Let M n ⊂ N n be a sequence of (k, δ, )-corner surfaces determined by collections of strainers
Passing to a subsequence of N n , we may assume that
Clearly N is an Aleksandrov space of dimension at most q with curvature at least −1, and M is a (k, δ, )-corner surface with strainers f i , g i : N → R.
Moreover, if M is compact and m = q − k, then
This statement follows from the proof of [BGP, Theorem 10.8 ].
A dimension-like invariant.
Here we introduce an invariant of Aleksandrov spaces, which has properties similar to those of dimension, but is slightly more sensitive. Let A be an Aleksandrov space with dimension not exceeding q. Given a positive number θ > 0, we define dir θ A to be
where Σ x A is the space of directions at x ∈ A, and pack θ Σ x A denotes the maximum number of points in Σ x A lying at a distance exceeding θ from one another.
Clearly, dir θ A is an integer and
A lifting procedure.
Here we introduce a special way to lift a point from an Aleksandrov space to a nearby Riemannian manifold. More precisely, we describe a way to lift a spire (see below) on a (k, δ, )-corner surface in an Aleksandrov space to a nearby (k, δ, )-corner surface in a nearby Riemannian manifold. This technique will be used only once, at the very end of the proof of the implication B m ⇒A m (see Subsection 4.6 in the proof of the Monster-Lemma 4.3); for the rest, any kind of lifting will do the job.
Assume that N n → N is a sequence of Riemannian q-manifolds with curvature at least −1 converging to an Aleksandrov space N . Let δ > 0 be sufficiently small. Let M n ⊂ N n be a sequence of (k, δ, )-corner surfaces converging to M ⊂ N (see Subsection 3.2).
Consider a positive function b on M with the maximal possible value b(x) such that
Definition. A point x on a (k, δ, )-corner surface is called a spire if for every
We shall show that if x is a spire, then there is a sequence of points x n ∈ M n that converges to x ∈ M and has the following property.
3.6. Property. Let a n be the minimum number such that
Then either a n = 0 for arbitrarily large n, or, if (N , x ) is a partial limit of (
3.7. Construction. For anyx n ∈ N n , we define a(x n ) = a δ,b (x n ) to be the minimum number such that
Now, we fix one such sequencex n → x and take x n ∈ M n ∩B r (x n ) ⊂ N n with minimal possible a(x n ); here r is a sufficiently small fixed number.
Set a n = a(x n ); since x is a spire, we have x n → x, and in particular, (N n , x n ) → (N, x) .
It remains only to prove that the chosen sequence possesses Property 3.6. Assume that a n > 0 for all large n. We pass to a subsequence such that ( (N , x ) . Clearly, for any θ > 0 we have
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Therefore, it suffices to show that if θ = δ, then the first inequality is strict.
Suppose that equality occurs. Then there is a point p ∈ N such that pack δ Σ p N = pack δ Σ x N = s. We show that if p n ∈ 1 a n N n is a sequence of points converging to p, then 1 a n a(p n ) → 0. In particular, for large n we have a(p n ) < a(x n ), which contradicts the choice of x n (here we denote by p n a point in 1 a n N n and also the respective point in N n ).
Choosing points q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q s ∈ N such that ∠q i xq j > δ if i = j, we let q i,n ∈ N n be a sequence converging to q i ∈ N . Let y n ∈ N be a point such that |p n y n | N → 0 and |∇ y n dist p n | ≤ 1 − δ. Then it is easy to show that ∠y n p n q n ≥ 2δ for large n; passing to the limit as n → ∞ we see that pack δ Σ x N > s, a contradiction. §4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 4.1. Notation. Let X be a Riemannian manifold, let x ∈ X, and let σ be a sectional direction at x. We denote by K X (σ) the sectional curvature of X in the direction σ and set
where σ runs over all sectional directions at x. Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of the following statement for k = 0.
Theorem. There is δ = δ(q, k) > 0 such that if N is a Riemannian q-manifold with sectional curvature at least −1 and M ⊂ N is a complete smooth (k, δ, )-corner surface, then
If dim M ≥ 3, this follows from statement A k of the Monster-Lemma 4.3, and the case of dim M = 2 follows from the 3-dimensional case for M × S 1 ⊂ N × S 1 . 
Monster-Lemma. There are constants
Thus, we can take A q−2 = 8π.
4.5.
, be a set of strainers for M . We consider the function f : M → R defined by the formula
where dist x denotes a smoothing of the distance function dist x . Clearly, on the set dist −1 ([a, 2b] ) ∩ M , we have
Therefore, to prove B k−1 , it suffices to show that for some constant B(q, k, ) we have ( * * )
On the set dist −1 ([a, 2b] ) ∩ M , the function f behaves like dist x , and it is smooth and its level subsets form corner surfaces in N (so we can apply A k ). Moreover, the following is true (compare with [BGP, 11.8]) .
The function f is semiconcave in a neighborhood of f −1 ([a, (ii) for any t ∈ [a,
where ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection on M .
To prove that L t = f −1 (t) is a (k, δ k , t/α)-corner surface in N , it suffices to add two functions to the collection of strainers of M , taking f k = f and g k = dist L (1+ε)t for a sufficiently small constant ε > 0. To prove the volume estimate, one can argue by contradiction, using the convergence of the volume of corner surfaces; see Subsection 3.2. The details of the proof are left to the reader.
Notation.
with respect to u.
(ii) β : [a, b] → R + is an upper bound for the principal curvatures on L t , i.e., κ m (p) ≤ β t for any p ∈ L t (by conditions of Subsection 4.5, we can take β(t) = α/t, but to simplify calculations we shall substitute this only at the very end). (iii) H(x) = κ 1 (x) + κ 2 (x) + · · · + κ m (x) is the mean curvature of L t at x ∈ L t , and H ± (x) = max{0, ±H(x)} are the positive and negative parts of H(x). Note that the signs of κ i are chosen so as to ensure the following formula: (iii) Clearly, H + (x) ≤ mβ t for any x ∈ L t , whence
Thus,
H/|∇f | ≤ mαβ t A(t) − A (t).
Intermediate inequality. First, we prove that
Indeed, since |∇f | ≥ 1/α, we can write
